Size of bracelets
You just have to measure the tour of your wrist. You can use one metre of needlewoman, or in
defect, a thread which you will measure then with a rule.
Pouces
Centimètres

Size of rings
1- Print the page
2- Verify your scale by measuring the rule at the bottom of the page
3- Place one of your rings on the good circle this one has to correspond to the interieur
of your ring

BAGUIER

Size of gloves
Measure the tour of your palm, without the thumb and without squeezing, and put back you
in the following correspondences:
15 cm / taille 4
16 cm / taille 5
17 cm / taille 6
18 cm / taille 7
19 cm / taille 8
20 cm / taille 9
21 cm / taille 10
22 cm / taille 11
23 cm / taille 12

Calculate your hat size
To measure your size of hat, measure around your head where the hat would rest(base) (normally approximately
1/2 " - 1 " over eyebrows and ears).
Hold the measure of band(strip) comfortably, such as you would want that a hat adapts itself (most of the errors
of measure occur by applying the band(strip) too strictly).
If you have no measure of flexible band(strip), a piece of rope or (non-stretchable) ribbon can be considered
around the head for then etre measured.
Take the closest size and find your applicable size on the diagram below.
If your main size falls in the middle two sizes we recommend strongly that you choose the biggest of both sizes.
You will notice that the hat will be more comfortable. A scrap of froth(moss) or liége (that we can you fournire)
behind the blindfold(banner) can reduce the entrance(entry).
Besides, it is possible to make hats to measure.
Below, a help:
Taille (U.S)
Taille
Pouces
Métrique

XS

Pouces
Métrique

M

L

6 3/4

6 7/8

7

7 1/8

7 1/4

7 3/8

20 3/4

21

21 1/2

22

22 1/2

22 3/4

23

53

54

55

56

57

58

59

Taille (U.S)
Taille

S

6 5/8

XL

XXL

XXXL

7 1/2

7 5/8

7 3/4

7 7/8

8

8 1/8

23 1/2

24

24 3/8

24 7/8

25 1/8

25 1/2

60

61

62

63

64

65

Print this page to measure then your tour(tower) of head:
1- to Cut the rectangles of the page
2- to Align the letter A with the letter A, the letter B with B
3- once any snare, you can so confront
4- to Place to put hit in ribbon in a half-centimeter above your ear, to roll up around your head
5- to hold the ribbon firmly but without that celà is too much closed, the fléche will indicate your tour of head
6-If you have a hat, to verify that it’s corresponds very in turn of head

Materials & Gemstones Guide
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overview
Hats

Necklaces
Rings

Earrings

JEWELRY

Bracelets
Brooches

Wedding

ACCESSORIES

Striped
Scarfs

Bags
Clutch Bags

All our pieces are available in a wide range of color
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Agate
Symbols
- Symbol of material success and happiness the Agate attracts the
sympathy to the one who carries her
- symbol of longevity, prosperity, courage and enjoyment
- Stone of anchoring and luck. His properties are to bring the
emotional, physical and intellectual Libra by eliminating the energy
blockings inside the body and stabilize the energy of the physical body

Benefits
- Soothing, soothing stone which acts smoothly. Pierre soothing of the

Colors: red, green, yellow, blue or black
Planet: Mercury
Zodiac: Virgin

inexplicable fears. On the psychological plan, The agate natural stone
helps in the acceptance of one, the self-confidence. It gives courage to
face the difficult situations
- confer eloquence and calms down to the one who carries her in
amulet, and strengthens the vitality
- facilitate the fitness to discern the truth and to accept circumstances,
capacity to make decisions and to act in the chosen sense
- effective against the hair loss, to stop smoking, for the skin and for
the lungs
- develop the view, the grace and the eloquence, it is also a powerful
antidote against the venomous wounds
- The green agate is the symbol of the harmony, the sympathy and the
wealth of the nature

Daytime: Wednesday
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Agate

Banded agate: protect and restore the vital energy of the body and help to cross
situations of stress.
Black Agate: protector, and you can carry her to obtain from the courage and from
the success in the competitions.
White and black Agate: carried in amulet her protects against the physical dangers.
Blue agate: bring the peace and the happiness to the one who carries her.
Leave in one on your office(desk) or your workplace and squeeze in situation of
stress.
In the house, a blue Agate topped with lit light blue candles, calms down the psychic
atmosphere and reduces the tension or the quarrels within the family.
Brown or red agate: carried initially by the warriors to obtain the victory during a
battle, is used today to obtain the success in every type of company.
Brown or red agate: carried initially by the warriors to obtain the victory during a
battle, is used today to obtain the success in every type of company.
Green agate: is carried to improve the health of eyes

Colors: red, green, yellow, blue or black

Planet: Mercury
Zodiac: (green) Virgin,Taurus, (yellow) Lion,
Scorpio (red), Aquarius (green), Fish (blue)
Daytime: Wednesday
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Moss agate: this stone of color green and white is in fact one chalcedony.
She symbolizes the power, the fertility and the luxuriant abundance. She stimulates
the gardeners. She is carried to fight against the steepness in the nape of the neck, to
restore the energy to the one who is lacking it and to help to realize his purposes.
She is also used in the invocations intended to increase the wealth, the happiness and
the longevity.
Carry this stone if you wish to be made of new friends, or if you want to discover a
treasure.
Red agate: known also under the name of Agate of Blood, this stone was carried in
Ancient Rome to protect itself from insect bites, to look after the blood and to promote
the peace and the peace.
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Aquamarine
Symbols
- Symbols: Youth, Hope, Love, Condolence, the innocence, the purity, the
altruism and the detachment, good faith, wisdom, intuition, wealth
- called " Pierre of the sailor " and " Pierre of the courage " the sailors, the
fishermen is considered as a stone of vision, and the travelers saw in this stone a
powerful talisman for people navigating at sea is also renowned for breathing the
desire to learn
- is supposed to bring the cheerfulness to the one who carries her, and the hope
when the unfortunate situations
- universal stone suiting particularly to the speakers, the professors

Benefits

Colors : Light green, blue-green
Planet : Saturn, Mercury
Zodiac : Fish
Daytime : Wednesday

- Strengthen the clear-sightedness, helps to overcome the obstacles, protects
enemies, strengthens the character
- to calm the raging toothaches, a small polite aquamarine put in the mouth can
decrease appreciably the pain and on eyelids for its influence benefactress on
eyes
- Correct the problems of view, sharpens the spirit, peace and clarifies the
feelings, relieves the problems relating to loins, bladder and retention of liquid in
the body, the sinusitis, the affections of mucous membranes, problems of the
thyroid, the jaw
- To hold a crystal of this stone, or to carry an Aquamarine faceted around the
reduced neck the influence of our aware spirit on the psychic spirit, and allows
the psychic impulses always present to be perceived, and also allows us to enter
our consciousness in pendant and in direct contact with the skin, she allows you
to concentrate her Benefits the port of an aquamarine remedies the blocking of
Chakra of the throat(breast), which is often translated by a frequent cough. Utility
against allergies and chronic hay fever
.
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Amber
Symbols
- Encourage our trends to the autocure formerly used for its therapeutic
virtues, the arthritis and the rheumatisms
- Most of the internal diseases were carried to warn or fight the
convulsions, the deafness, the infection, the headaches, the troubles of
ear, the raging toothaches, the asthma, the digestive disorders and

Benefits

Colors
Planet : Sun
Daytime : Sunday
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- Precious for any problems of mouths, as gums, ulcers, teeth
- is beneficial for the concerns of bladder, he relieves of the arthritis, the
degenerative osteoarthritis and the drop
- absorb the negative energies, erases our fears, calms down the suicidal
and depressive tendencies
- Very effective against the misfortune, in necklace, bracelet or amulet
- activate the blood circulation, calms down the fever, the infections, the
asthma and clears respiratory tracts
- Promotes the virility and the fertility
- Worked wonders against allergies.
- Improve the problems of skin among which the eczema, the herpes, the
boils and the abscess.
- well to relieve the migraines, the rheumatisms, the lumbagoes, the
muscle pains, the lumbar vertebrae, and tendons
- is effective in the fight against the deafness, the infections of respiratory
tracts and the asthma
- regulate the disorders of the mammary glands
- can also fight the fever under the shape of a ball of amber held in the
hand
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Amethyst
Symbols
- For the wisdom and the strength
- Symbolize common decency and mysticism
- Is the stone of the wisdom and the humility
- Promotes the spiritual rise, the concentration and the meditation

Benefits

Colors
Planet : Jupiter and Neptune
Zodiac : Virgin, Sagittarius, Aquarius, Fish
Birthday : 48 years wedding
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- Placed in the left hand, contributes to calm the anxiety and the
nervousness.
- Beneficial for the cure of the tensions of the spirit, allows the purification
at every level of the conscious. Bring a help to the spiritual, promotes the
studies and the meditation
- Can relieve the migraines, the tensions in the head, get a quiet and deep
sleep (by placing a stone under the pillow)
- Incite the peace, the serenity and the tolerance, calms the anxiety
Calm down the pains, brings his help in all the affections of nerves, lungs,
intestines and improves the quality of the skin and the hair, handle,
please, rhinitises, sinusitis, headaches located in temples and respiratory
disorders of the region and improve the hearing and the vision
- stimulate the imagination, the creativity, the clarity of the spirit, the
serenity
- therapeutic virtue for people having problems of alcoholism, drugs,
insomnia and nervousness
- Also sharpen the aware spirit, accelerates the capacities of reflection
and develops the psychic powers
- Is used to improve the memory, to look after headaches, and to
maintain his thoughts in the axis of the purposes that we settled in our life
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Silver
Precious metal with awl in the shape of
platen machine

Birthday: 25 years wedding
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Old-looking money
Silver jewels technique of blackening
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Silvery
Silvery metal is a galvanizing process who
allows to add a fine coat of silver on the
surface of the metal. We shall find a brand
of simple awl
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Aventurine
Symbols
- The expressed Divine Love
- Used in the magic of the games of luck, and it is a talisman running players
we say that Aventurine arouses the noblest feelings: hope, greater well-being,
generosity, loyalty, notion of ideal, and rejection of all which is mean and low
- she can be thus used in rites to restore the peace between two people in
profound disagreement

Benefits

Colors : green, blue
Planet : Venus
Zodiac : Cancer
Daytime : Friday
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- A very soft stone is
- Can solve the problems bound to the heart
- Comes at the end of high fevers
- In elixir with a blank oil, she will accelerate the healing
- Of a big efficiency against eczemas, allergies and impurities of the skin as
the acne, the buttons Blacks, the dandruff
- Warns the hair loss, it is beneficial for the scalp
- Brings us an internal tranquillity and dissolves the melancholy
- Returns his generous and faithful owner
- The brown aventurine allows to keep in touch with the reality
- Promotes the independence, the health and the well-being
- Bring the emotional tranquillity and positive attitudes to the life, and help to
release all the anxieties and the fears
- Strengthen the immune system
- Concerned one strengthen the view
- used in charms to increase the perception, to stimulate the creativity and to
improve the intelligence
- its color green indicates clearly its utility to calm the people anxious or
reached by psychosomatic disorders bound to sufferings in the childhood, and
to accelerate the cure of sick people
- calm down the anger, strengthens the self-control (Throat Chakra)
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Beryl
Symbols
- Golden Beryl
This stone is used in the magic rites, to cross of the physical plan
in the astral and predict the future.
- Pink Beryl (Morganite)

She attracts love and instigates the flame to the couple which
tends to the routine.
It was embellished the life, activates the chakra of the heart,
calms down, calms, helps to see our errors, to become aware
that lost nothing and that everything can change.

Benefits

Colors : Golden, pink, green, red
Zodiac : Scorpio
Birthday : 23 years wedding
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- A guide, a precious help is which allows to see opposite the life
and to begin without too many difficulties
- Is the useful stone to manage the stress and get rid in prioris
- Allows to see the future enthusiastically concerning its
objectives
- Certain clairvoyants, mediums use him to predict the future
encourage to begin, to make projects, free the mental, promotes
the positive thoughts and livens up the feelings of love
- avoid the opposition, make become aware of the real-life
experience and the maintaining and helps you to accept the
events.
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Bronze
Copper and tin Alloy
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Chrysoprase
Symbols
- His name chrysoprase comes from Greek Chrysos, yet (which describes the
brightness), Prason, leek (which describes the color)
- honest symbol and of the demonstration of the power of the Earth-mother in
the Middle Ages, we used him to relieve the drop and to reveal poisons.
In Greece, it was the passing stone between two phases of the fate.
- Pierre of the success and the eloquence, the revival, the change to return to
the life

Benefits

Colors : Of the pale green in the dark green
Planet : Venus
Zodiac : Cancer, Capricorn, Libra
Daytime : Friday
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- Effective to look after the troubles of eyes and strengthen the view
- improve the fertility of both sexes
- Beneficial acts for the prostate, ovaries, trunks
- will be a good companion during a childbirth
- very useful to relieve the pains of arthritis and rheumatism
- excellent protective stone, she gives us self-confidence, and clarifies our
thoughts
- promotes the loving meetings
- allows to surmount sorrows of love and to clarify his ideas
- the hopes, the expectations are present with the chrysoprase which brings
fertility and comfort
- bring a profound internal peace feeling
- on the psychological plan, the chrysoprase brings the peace of mind, the
peace of mind making us discover what has of better
- it calms down our impulses and our feelings destroyers and protects us from
nightmares
- It is a feeling from safety and from confidence that stands out from it
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Citrine

Symbols
- Etymology: of the Latin " citrus " meaning "lemon" because of its color
The stone of Sun
She represents the wisdom and the peace
It is said as well as she accelerates the cure of a sick person who concerns her(it) him
Been a member(part) some stones which never need to be cleaned because she(it) absorbs and
dissipates all the negative energies
She can be used to reload in energy the other stones. In his contact the other stones regenerate
automatically.
In the environment, this Pierre spreads a positive and toning energy
- On the emotional and spiritual plan, this elixir clarifies the thoughts and strengthens the selfconfidence
- The elixir of citrine improves the intestinal flora and facilitates the digestion
CLEAR CITRINE :
- The analytical skill acts on the solar plexus, promotes the intellectual balance, the understanding
and.
AMBRER CITRINE (Madeira):
- promotes the courage, the self-confidence
- Help the traffic of the energies in the conception (foetus)

Benefits

Colors : Yellow or Brown orange-colored
Planet : Sun
Zodiac : Lion, Virgin, Scorpio, Gemini
Daytime : Sunday
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- Increases the confidence(trust) is, placed under a pillow there she guides you in your dreams to
reach the buried desires
- Reduce fear the deepest and balance the feelings
- Protect negative influences of others
- Take away the fatigue and the help to the concentration
- As Sun, the citrine is "hot", she stimulates the activity, the vitality, the good mood and the
intellectual prosperity
- help the system of elimination (intestines, loins, bladder)
- dissolves the blockings emotional persons at the level of intestines
- she is fundamentally positive
- She shines the enjoyment and the good mood, warms the spirit, tones up the intelligence and the
body
- is excellent for the revisions of examinations, the intense brain work, the memory
- suits to the audacious and voluntary people
- Is thus recommended for the writers and the painters, whom she(it) stimulates, and whose
intuition and the creativity she helps to channel
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Coral
Symbols
- Of the coralium or corallium Latin
-Considered by the Tibetans and the Native Americans as a sacred stone, he
symbolizes " the energy of the vital force " and protects from the evil eye

Benefits
Orangy clear in Yellow yet: acts on hormones
Red : Very energizing, fights the asthma and the depression
- effective for the disorders(confusions) of the blood circulation, such as varicose veins,
haemorrhoids
- under the sign of the obstinacy
- Compensate for the deficiencies in reds and white globules
- Is effective for the cholesterol, the weighty problems or the fertility
- strengthen the heart and reduces warts
- fights the anaemia
- facilitate the digestion and deletes the constipation

Saumon: Act to the body

Pink: Sweetness, sexuality, romanticism, influences on the heart, seat of the feelings
White: Strengthen the set of teeth. He is frequently indicated during decalcification.

Colors : Orangy Clear, yellow golden, Red, Pink, White,

He is often used for bone grafts.

Blue, Black

Blue: promotes the artistic productions

Planet : Mars

Black: Fight the negative energies Of an invaluable comfort, he fights against the

Zodiac : Virgin, Gemini, Lion, Cancer

depression.

- The elixir of coral strengthens the heart and the circulatory system.

Daytime : Tuesday

Birthday : 10 years wedding
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- Generally speaking the coral brings a stability, opens to love and to dedication. He
develops the intuition, gives some energy, the support and the enjoyment.
Protect against the negativity.
The coral possesses the energy of three reigns: animal, vegetable and mineral.
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Cornelian

Symbols
- Heroism, restlessness, stone of the Earth-mother
- Other name of the natural agate red orangy for the joy of life
- Symbol of happiness and serenity, the orangy cornelian is since Antiquity appreciated
- its color symbolizes the passion, the blood and the flesh
- For Egyptians, the Cornelian was the symbol of the life, the revival and the fertility.
- it is the elixir of archetypal cleaning because he stimulates the physical body to reject
the impurities
- in meditation, raise the attention towards a high purpose, brings the stability and the
focus
- it is Mohammed's ring where from he pulls his power. 6ieme Bible stone
- on the emotional and spiritual plan, this elixir warms "inside" and stabilizes the very
emotional people
- to carry an amulet in pendant guarantees a clear and rested complexion

Benefits

Colors : Pink clearly in the brown red,
vermilion and orange

Planet : Sun
Zodiac : Aries
Daytime : Sunday
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-The cornelian strengthens the voice
-Help to the wound healing
-Help to eliminate toxin of our body and lowered the fever and open the appetite
-Very effective to relieve the constipation, the colites, the inflammation of the bowel
-Fight against the inflammations of loins, trunks, bladder, ovaries, stomach and relieves
the menstruations painful
-Relieve loins, liver, gall-bladder
-Strengthen eyes and firms up gums
-Calm down the emotional persons and calms the angers
-Attract the luck, makes joyful and brave
-Hunt the shyness, the fear, the sadness
-Also increases the vitality and the dynamism, Bring dynamism and vitality
- advised to the persons suffering from high blood pressure
-Calm down the anxiety and calms the fears, helps the absent-minded people and
confuses
- Attract the luck to games of chance, stops the anger and hunts all the bad astral
influences
- Is advised to the elderly for his painkilling virtues
- is used to relieve the bleedings, the inflammations, handle the powerlessness, the
menstrual pains and the infertility, the anaemia
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Crystal
Symbols
-The crystal is a glass with high lead content which gives him a more intense brightness
and works in a similar way in the glass the rock crystal is capable of decomposing the light
in all the nuances of the rainbow
- is of absolute one neutrality and can be used on all the chakras, for all the uses
- easy to schedule, the crystal is a powerful amplifier
- can be used in association with all the stones of Cothen because he can adorn himself
with their properties stone of a powerful energy, it gets us a protection without defect and
revitalizes us in depth
- is a fabulous stone for the work of telepathy

Benefits

Colors : White
Planet : Moon
Zodiac : Lion
Daytime : Monday
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- Very effective for glands and the thyroid particularly
- cures any problem bound to the digestive system
- precious for the pains of back, slipped disc and invertebral record, cramps
- beneficial for eyes, the heart, the lymph, the traffic, the lungs, he also calms the nervous
system
- combined in the magnesite and in the red jasper, he will work wonders for the loss of
weight
- at the same time soft and powerful, it is easy to schedule and protects diseases, fatal
energies
- the macles of crystal spreads an incredible energy and are capable of reloading any stone
to be again used
- Clarify the thoughts and the ideas
- Help to unmask the false friends.
- facilitate the dialogue and the communication, the expression and the adaptation
- Can solve the emotional blockings and grants us balance, ease of expression and
protection
- The rock crystal makes us more sociable, and sensitive to our fellow men and to our
environment
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Copper
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Gilt
Golden metal is a common metal covered
with a golden thin layer after chiseling
without awl.
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Enamel
Glassy substance consisted, in
particular, of silica, clays and metallic
oxides. This mixture, close to an earth
or to a dough, glazes under the effect
of the temperature, during the cooking
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Emeraude
Symbols
-Generator of the beam positive green
- serves in all the rites aiming at the material well-being, at the licit comebacks of money
and the wealth is the archetypal stone of the Witches, it promotes the companies of love,
facilitates the divination and the prophetic dreams, gives of the vigour to the old men and
appaise the epileptics dedicated to Venus, and called " stone of chastity ", it breaks when
his owner commits an act against common decency
- Considered as a symbol of vital force, she allows to express clearly what we feel
- facilitating the divination, the emerald develops the susceptibility, the intuition, the
sensibility, the memory
- Etymology: Emerald comes from the Persian "stony heart"
- its intense green, which calls back Cothen of the nature, is the color of the wisdom and
in fact a symbol of love, hope, revival or eternal youth symbolizes the message of
Initiated: Love is also the stone of the knowledge and the knowledge stimulates the
wisdom, the knowledge of love

Benefits

Colors : intense green
Planet : Moon, Venus
Zodiac : taurus, Cancer, capricorn, Libra
Daytime : friday

- Fight against the eye diseases, strengthen the view
- decrease the effects of the palpitation, regulates the thyroid
- Has the faculty to relieve the migraines and the fever
- very useful against the arthritis and the rheumatisms
- Is effective against rhinitises, flu and chronic bronchitises
- Strengthen the pancreas, the liver and relieves the stomach and the intestinal problems
- Will calm the pains bound to the column
- Bring the peace inside, the harmony enters the physical, emotional and intellectual plan.
- it is disadvised to carry her partner with other stones
- indicate the realization of a project
- strengthen loins, checks the urinary functions(offices), looks after the problems of
digestion
- also has the reputation to promote the conception

Birthday : 40 years wedding
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Fluorite
Symbols
The word fluorite is diverted from the Latin fluorescent root, which means "flow",
because the mineral has a relatively low melting point and was used as an important
flow, of fusion. Fluorite gave its name to its constituent element fluorine.
This stone in the cothen soft and slightly acid is useful for the well-being, it brings that
of the positive.
Peace, harmony and creativity, it is what brings you the fluorite in many domains. On
the spiritual plan, the fluorite weaves the link between the sky and the earth, she
promotes the premonitory dreams, the telepathy and stabilizes the aura (the magnetic
body, etherique and astral).
His cubic crystallization or octaedrique is completed, we can thus place her on Chackra
of the throat and Chakra of the solar plexus.

Benefits

Colors : Purple, Mauve, Blue, green, Yellow
Planet :
Zodiac :
Daytime :
Birthday :
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-Yellow Fluorite: Increases the creativity and the cooperation. Real stabilizer of
energies, it brings some courage by restoring confidence(trust) in the future. On the
professional level she brings the rise, the ideas are clear, promotes contacts in the
realization of the projects, in the success. She is excellent for all the intellectual
occupations
- Blue Fluorite : More intense than the yellow fluorite, the Blue fluorite is the rise in the
highest degrees of the creative thought and the communication.
- Clear Fluorite : load in good energy will have him, stabilizes her, aligns all the
chakras and opens the doors of the spirituality.
- Pink Fluorite attract the romanticism, love, feelings, sweetness and tenderness. She
is particularly recommended to the girls wishing to find the soul mate. She inspires the
tranquillity, the serenity, the peace of mind. She is very useful in case of wound of clean
love, incomprehension, when the feelings and the anger mix because the quiet pink
fluorite, makes sensitive, incites to go towards the reconciliation and to forgive.
- Green Fluorite is rich in fluorine
- Mallow Fluorite is the stone of the wisdom, the spirituality, the premonitory dreams,
the mediumship, the intuition. It is the stone of the third eye, the psychic communication
or the irrational and the imagination make only one. It is an excellent stone of
meditation.
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Garnet
Symbols
-Symbolize the productivity and the abundance, the intelligent Love
- The name " garnet would have been named so either from the Latin malum
granatum name (= apple with grains = pomegranate), for its color, or from
granum = grain for its shape
- red GARNET (11th Bible stone )
- green GARNET

Benefits

Colors : green, red
Planet : Mars
Zodiac : Aries, Gemini, Vierge, Scorpio
Daytime : Thusday

- Energy, courage and perseverance, recognized for its beneficial influence on
the loves, also stimulates the imagination, helps to solve the problems of
circulatory inadequacies
- Carry him in the finger or in the neck as far as possible
- protect against nightmares, deceit and the lie
- Stone of the loyalty and the friendship.
- is supposed to protect from the lightning.
- help to develop the self-confidence and the perseverance, two elements
necessary for the realization of projects which will bring the pleasure of the
action and the assured success
- protect against danger hidden and the evil
- calm down the genital problems, the arthritis and the rheumatisms
- get the relaxation and relieves the tensions
- contribute to the prosperity by facilitating the progressive accumulation of
wealth
- Dysfunction of the liver, the gall-bladder and the intestines
- reds Garnets is particularly recommended for are used to handle the
diseases bound to the blood and the varieties more darkened to lower the
tension

.
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Gun
Mean that the jewel underwent a bath
of rhodium. This bath of rhodium gets
for the jewel a fine protective coating
which will prevent him from oxidizing
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Jade
Symbols
-The green jade amulet guarantees health and long life
-Stone archetypal Yang, source of energy above physical appearance
-He urges us to trust our intuition, and teaches to us that we already possess in us the
necessary capacities to carry out what means a lot to us
-Tradition quibbles:
The JADE will obtain us five bliss: Longevity, Enjoyment , Health, Wealth, Peace.
Symbol of the charity, the modesty, the courage, the justice and the wisdom (five essential
virtues of the Chinese philosophy).
For numerous peoples, jade and green are synonymic symbolize the soul, the spirit, the
heart or the pit of a being

Benefits

Colors : green, red, jaune, White, Black
Planet : Venus
Zodiac : Libra, Sagittarius, Cancer
Daytime : friday
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- Stone is very renowned for curing renal colics and calculations
- the jade of color green relieves loins and bladder, is recommended for all the affections of
the urinary organs
- stone used to limit the effects of the flu
- in bath, she(it) limits the problems of sweating and the ulcers.
- stone which promotes the pregnancy when the fertilization does not occur
- strengthen the heart, the circulatory system and the nervous system
- promotes in the meditation, it limits the migraines
- refreshes our emotional life, gets us a peace feeling
- get the internal relaxation and help us to discover the beauty of the creation under all its
forms
- makes us modest and just
-Strengthen the links of the heart and make them deeper
- promotes the success and gives to be able to him
- to carry some Jade can bring the wealth in your life
- For it load a pendant or a ring with energies attracting the money
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Jet
Symbols
-The Jet is some wood fossilized since millions of years
-Small quantities of powder Jet are also added to incenses of psychic
type, or can be directly used as incense on a burning coal, a smoke
serving then as support for the clairvoyance
- this stone Black announces regrets by its color of renunciation.
Nevertheless, it is recognized to protect against the evil spells.

Benefits
- Protect influences
- Also strengthen the psychic consciousness

Colors :Black, opaque
Planet : Saturn
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Red Jasper

Symbols
- the energy balance
Symbolize more particularly the initiative, the impulsiveness and the
impatience, often appropriate to the youth
- Also announce the luck or the beginning of a project.
- was engraved with images of lions or archers and carried to protect
itself against the poison and to look after the fevers
- a very good stone of protection, used in defensive magic is, because it
sends back the negative energies to their sender.
- is also worn or used during the rites of cure and health

Benefits

Colors : red
Planet : Mars
Zodiac : Aries, taurus, Scorpio
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-Stone which clears a low energy and thus must be carried for a long time.
He helps to relieve the digestion and the constipation
-Stimulate reproductive organs and allows menstruations without pain
-Decrease the bleedings, regulates the liver
-Considered as facilitating the childbirthes and stopping the bleedings
-Allows a good energy management through the body, (the breath, the
blood and nervous circulation)
-Give the courage and the entrepreneurial spirit, cleans the accumulated
negative energies
-Physical vitality, strength in legs
-Carried by the young women to increase their beauty and their grace
-In the elderly, it is a security of longevity because it is stabilizing, gives
the strength to fight the ageing, and the will to face the life, even and
especially if she does not seem anymore very attractive
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Yellow Jasper

Symbols
- Called also " Stoneware of the Oregon " for the perseverance and the
quick-wittedness

Benefits

Colors : jaune
Planet : Mercury

-Stone which clears a low energy and thus must be carried for a long
time
-Suits to the curious and indiscreet people give the sense of the
concrete and the realities, facilitates the expression
-Also help the artists in lack of inspiration, by increasing their creative
power and its expression
-A good stone for the vitality generally, she acts against the disorders
of the digestion, especially the constipation and regulates the
functioning of the liver
-Clear a warm energy, a natural comfort
-Improve the hormonal system of the women after a termination of
pregnancy or a miscarriage
-The pendant Chatters Landscape connects well the body with the
energy of the earth, it brings stability, sense of the concrete, the
patience
-Relax you, trust and carry jaspers rainbows
-Promotes the cure of the gastric system and balances the production
of endocrine hormones

Zodiac : Aries, Gemini, Lion.
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Labradorite
Symbols
- It is the stone which creates friendships because it amplifies the
gift to please the others

Benefits

Colors : green

- Absorb the negative energies, the troubles and the
punishments of others. This property in fact a good accessory for
all the diseases
- Will develop the faculties of autocure
- Stimulate the blood circulation
- Very useful to relieve the rheumatisms
- Affixed on the column, she rebalances vertebras.
- Excellent tool of catalyst of the energies for the dowser
- Relaying during big get tired physical and intellectual

Planet : Mercury
Zodiac : capricorn, Fish, Gemini
Daytime : Wednesday
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Lapis Lazuli
Symbols
-Symbol of cheerfulness and harmony, stone of love and friendship, he creates around
his owner an aura of tenderness and sympathy
- Symbol of heavens and the goddess Venus is especially a stone of the sacred and the
spiritual its color is the reflection of its soothing vibrations for the wisdom and the intuition

Benefits

Colors : Bluee sombre
Zodiac : Sagittarius, Verseau, Fish
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-Effective for skin rashes, insect bites, delete the cramps, calm down the fever
-Fight allergies, eczema, herpes, dandruff
-Fight against the hair loss and gives healthy hair
-Relieve the fever, the headaches, the pains of ear and the depressive states
-Stimulate the action of lungs and eyes
-Remedy the disorders of the lymph and the thyroid
-Relieve obstructions at the level of the throat, relieve the pains caused by the cervical
degenerative osteoarthritis
-Is particularly recommended for all the nervous people on whom he has a very effective
soothing action
-Get a good sleep and develops the intuition
-Helps us to assimilate better our expulsions
- Delete our sorrows, our fears and our blockings in the field of our feelings
- Attract the sympathy, promotes the harmony in the human relations
- promotes to the shy, introvert and uncommunicative people because he allows to take
out of our inside and to exceed(overtake) the limits established by the ego
- is usually used to recover from a depression and to promotes the spirituality, and it is a
good stone of meditation
- is also a stone which incites to the sweetness of the person which carries her
- give courage and help to the sick people.
- settle the blood pressure, helps the cure of most of the inflammatory diseases
- Get a happy sleep particularly at the children
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Mother of pearl
Symbols
- Certainly, she enters the composition of pearls, but mother-ofpearl does not possess all the prestiges and especially the
brightness. She can get married admirably to other stones in the
composition of set rings
- Of nature YIN, her helps us to grant better with the feminine
aspect of our nature
- Symbol of the principle Yin, of the sea

Benefits

Colors : White
Planet : Vénus

- Promotes the charm and the contact, and helps the displays of
the soul mate
- for the purity stimulate the movement of the water in the body,
not to create liquids, but to drain them outside the body, empty
them, thus make them circulate it is an interesting stone in
slimming diets
- guarantor for safety and for well-being
- promotes the social action and the craft creation

Zodiac : Cancer, Vierge, capricorn, Fish
Birthday : 42 years de wedding
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Onyx
Symbols
-As saturnine stone, the Onyx has bad reputation, she is considered as
malefic (Psychic attack or spell) is used as well for the protection as for
the defense against negative energies sent consciously against you
You can thus use him(it) as purificatory stone
- a stone of balance and implanting in the earth which gets strength and
courage, supports the mental in all the situations, the actions or the
decisions that they are beneficial or fatal
- Black ONYX Stimulate and amplifies the physical energy
- Green ONYX Harmony of the heart. The Emerald green, the Quartz
sweetness of the
- Blue ONYX the eloquence symbol
- Pink ONYX the accomplished initiated symbol

Benefits

Colors : Black, green Blue, Pink
Planet : Mars, Saturn
Zodiac : Lion, capricorn
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- Increases the self-control, the emotional balance, develops the sense of
the responsibility and the self-service restaurant the objectivity check
quietens down, stabilizes, allows and brings the harmony
- neutralizes the negative influences carried in amulet, and protects the
person who carries her fatal effects, absorbs the negativity promotes the
divinatory dreams and the intuition for a protection against the accidents
and the influence of others
- help to the control of the feelings and allows the objectivity
- manage our strengths in an instant present and develops the sense of
the accuracy, the logic, of the responsibility and the thought
- excel for the growth of hair and nails, can relieve problems of ears as
the hummings
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Opal
Symbols
- The word opal would come from the Sanskrit " upala " who wants to say
"precious stone"
- Opals, and especially iridescent opal, are stones highly esteemed, very
sought(studied) and of a very-high price. The finest and the most brilliant black
opal is dearer than the diamond
- Symbolize the purity, the peace, the kindness, the courtesy, Pierre of the
happiness
- The Opal of Fire attracts the money, love
- The black Opal incites to the meditation and the prayer. In a beneficial
influence on the friendship and the wedding. She brings loyalty, love and
beauty
- Of all the brilliant stones the opal is the most beautiful to dream about Opal
mean that you must be more fascinated in your love life and not hesitate to
express your feelings opals are carried during the astral projection to facilitate
the process of projection, but also to protect as well the spirit as the body of
the operator during the projection

Benefits
Colors : alliant le feu vivant du rubis, le violet glorieux de

- Stress the memory, the internal strength, brings the hope, the enjoyment,

l'améthyste et le green marin de l'émeraude, ce qui en fait le fights the apathy. Carriers of hope and virtue of innocence and purity
scintillement de la pure lumière, Blacke
- Stimulate the cure and the friendship and increases the good feelings for the

Zodiac : Scorpio
Birthday : 21 years wedding
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health. The most blatant property of this stone seems good to be the one of
the reassurance of the spirit
- Stone which brings the luck
- it is very important to depolarize an Opal before beginning to carry her
- regulate the periods of menstruation, help to the reproduction at the woman
and facilitates the childbirth
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Glass paste

Refractory material with clays
according to diverse techniques of
which the process of the lost wax. After
cooking, according to landings of
stoking intended to avoid cracks, the
mold is cooled and furnished with
powders or with granules of variously
colored glasses, according to the
sought decoration
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Peridot (Olivine, Chrysolite)
Symbols:
- Represent the olive tree, the beautiful color of which it has green
- this mineral is protective of the aura, formerly, it was used for " to take away scoffing
attitude(evil spirit) " Chrysolite, of a beautiful translucent green, allows the natives of the
Libra to define their responsibilities and to keep(preserve) their identities Libra shines
with qualities of sweetness, with beauty, with love and with sincerity
- Must be only used, never associate him with another stone because he would lose his
properties

Benefits

Zodiac : Lion, Libra, capricorn, taurus

- Effective for the small problems of skin as buttons Blacks and the acne
- is often used to delete sour stomachs
- Dry out and cleanses the digestive system
- stone of protection and specially for people working in a medical environment
- Allows to resist the negative energies conveyed by the patients
- excellent to hunt the melancholy, the sadness and the black ideas help in the
decision-making
- beneficial to improve the difficult and conflicting relations
- decrease the rancor and the jealousy, he stimulates the suprarenal glands, he
stimulates the body and the spirit
- restores the balance, develops the inspiration
- Calm trend to the jealousy, whether it is the loving jealousy or the desire to possess
what others possess allows to acquire the courage, the autonomy, the will, the internal
harmony and the balance of the opposite

Daytime : friday

Peridot Elixir

Colors : Yelow green to green olive
Planet : Venus

- strengthens the spirit of decision, brings enjoyment and pleasure
- exercise a tonic action which strengthens and stimulates the self-confidence
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Pearls
Symbols
- Symbolize the attributes of the feminine perfection, the eternal
life

Benefits
- She brings kindness, serenity, purity, sensibility, luck, sharpens
the caution and the intuition

- Give of the vitality, calms the mood swings and the fears
- The Blue Pearl gives ease and lightness
- The Pink Pearl incites to the perseverance and the loyalty

- The Black Pearl is a lucky charm and promotes the friendship

Colors : Black, Pink, Blue
Planet : Moon
Zodiac : Cancer

- Very rich in calcium, it is necessary always to carry a whole
pearl necklace, and in odd number. So, the pearl clarifies the
feelings and frees negative feelings

Daytime : Monday
Birthday : 30 years wedding
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Pearls

Fresh water pearls
Pearls bronzed: with color hot brown
and golden reflections

Ring silver shell controlled with 3
pearls of the South Seas
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River Pearls
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Moonstone
Symbols
-Essentially feminine stone
- Protect the travelers
- Symbolize the fertility, the poetic creativity
- In decreasing Moon: stimulate the poetic imagination and the passive
sensibility, the mediumship and the dreams
- in increasing Moon: promotes the reconciliations
- Symbolic stone of the innocence of the childhood
- Moon stone and Fishs: a symbolic couple which extends of the sky in
the ocean

Benefits

Colors : Of the colorless, in the grey, brown, yellow, green,
Pink

Planet : Moon, Uranus
Zodiac : Fish

- Very precious in case of infertility and of menopause
- promotes a good hormonal balance
- excellent during the pains of menstruation and disorders of rules
- After a pregnancy, the woman will carry the stone of Moon another two
months
- protect accidents
- calm the gastric pains and fights against the water retention
- allows the premonitory dreams
- develop the intuition
- bring sweetness and tolerance for the hard and severe people
- bring protection to the travelers and carries luck
- promotes the feminine qualities, the sweetness, the susceptibility, the
intuition and the cure by acceptance and love

Daytime : Monday
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Glass Pearls

Puffed glass Murano
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Quartz
Benefits
- Accelerate the cellular structure and the regeneration of fabrics
- very effective for the problems of respiratory tracts and lungs
- looks after the cold, after throat pains, associated with the
amber, is beneficial for the asthma
- decreases the disorders of balance and the otites

- brings peace, heat, harmony and vital force

Colors : transparent
Planet : Sun
Zodiac : Fishes
Daytime : Sunday
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Smoked Quartz
Symbols
-Used as amplifier of energies during the magic acts, and in this purpose, he
is carried or placed on the altar
- Called also Morion for its darkest variety, the smoked quartz is a stone of
protection

Benefits

Colors : Smoked
Planet : Saturn, Sun, Moon
Zodiac : Libra, capricorn

- Strengthen the adipose and muscular tissue.
- effective for loins, belly, genital organs, he relieves the heart and the
muscles
- ideal during the smoking detoxifications
- allows to become aware of our body, its physical and spiritual abilities
- stone which commits has the reflection, and is recommended in people in
a hurry and go-ahead types
- soft painkiller and relaxant, passes on a very big energy, beneficial to the
people who tend to the depression
- Bring the capacity to work on the physical plan with love.
- makes lucid, allows to release itself from vague thoughts, hunts the black
ideas and the gloom
- Protect against the bad influences of others
- Stimulate the intuition, promotes the concentration
- Has beneficial effects on all the body

Daytime : Saturday
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Pink Quartz
Symbols
- The light Pink of this stone incites to the sweetness, the tenderness and
love.
- Called also " Ruby of Bohemia " symbol of acceptance of one and
sweetness privileged stone of the artists, animates our whim and our
creative thoughts excellent stone at home, in a bedroom because it
promotes the pleasant dreams

Benefits

Colors : Pink
Planet : Venus
Zodiac : Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Capricorn
Daytime : Friday
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- Effective for the wounds of the skin, the cracks, the abscesses, the
bruises
- fight against the inflammations of the genital system, as the trunks, the
ovaries
- delete the fears, the depressions, the insomnia
- Bring the peace in our heart and our spirit
- Cures the wounds of the soul, gives us of the tenderness, the
sweetness
- Bring love and self-confidence
- makes sensitive to the music, the paint and the other arts
- Facilitate the cure of the cardiac diseases.
- effective for the heart, the traffic and the blood vessels
- lowers the blood pressure.
- contribute to calm the hyperactive or turbulent children
- Promotes a soft releasing of the feelings.
- Promotes the friendship, calms the quarrels and the negative feelings
allows a faster reduction of bruises ( light massage in periphery with a
pebble of Pink Quartz, possibly with an elixir or an oil revitalized in the
Pink Quartz)
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Resin

In liquid form before use, the resin of
inclusion colorless and colored for the
creation of jewels, inclusions,
necklaces, rings, pendants, has the
peculiarity to be tryearsparent and
solid ultra once dry.
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Ruby

Symbols
-The ruby, of the Latin " rubeus ", which means red, is the dearest precious stones
because of its rarity
- The ruby is symbol of victory, love, happiness and passion, the creative power,
the courage and the obstinacy, give strength and courage to shy and low people

Benefits

Colors : red
Planet : Mars, Pluto

- Represent the enthusiasm, the joy of life, the cheerfulness, the freedom, the vital
force, the heat and the energy
- Bring love, enthusiasm, health, taste of the action. He attracts the luck, the
sympathy, incites to the peace and the harmony
- Excellent stone of protection, brings courage and courage and allows to push
away enemies and fatal influences, and leads to the fights of which we go out
victorious
- Can revive the flame of love which goes out and to reconcile during the quarrels.
- This stone has to offer itself to July and leads to forget unhappy love affairs,
creates friendships
- Stone stimulating the energy to reach a purpose: courage, understanding, love,
enthusiasm and worship returns to the realism the dreamy people in the excessive
spirituality, helps them to perceive, understand and accept the problems of the
everyday life, the sociocultural, administrative, emotional, financial background, all
which makes up the material life
- The stimulating powerful and the good regulator of the whole blood system
- pushes away the fatigue during intense physical efforts, it shakes the apathetic
persons and the lazy people

Zodiac : Lion
Daytime : Thusday
Birthday : 35 years wedding
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Topaz
Symbols
- This magnificent stone in the lively brightness is very sought for the gaiety
and the happiness which it propagates powerfully around her and in a
steady way
- Symbol of the loyalty, her reflects the righteousness and the loyalty of the
one who carries her and leads him to the peace of mind and to the wisdom
- We also said that she cured the insomnias, the asthma and bleeding.
- It is the stone of big charisma that allows to be admired and respected by
her circle of acquaintances

Benefits
- An excellent auxiliary of slimming diets is because she stimulates the taste
of food and fight against the excesses of cholesterol
-Facilitate the traffic of the energies of the etherique body

Colors : Of amber gilt of the very good cognac, the rosé
of the peach in the cherry-red and the chestnut in the orange,
Blue cobalt

Planet : Mercury
Zodiac : Sagittarius and Gemini

- Stone of peace which helps to hunt the concerns, the fears, the lack of
sleep of in the insomnia
- so improve the intellect, the mental clarity and promotes the creativity and
the artistic talents
advised in the fight against the stress and the depression
the action of the imperial Topaz propagates a very powerful and curative
energy. She is dynamisante for the body and creates the good physical
conditions which stimulate the spirit
- Blue, she fights against the problems of the sphere of the throat, helps the
word to cross lips
- champagne or Pink color, she acts powerfully on the heart. It is a stone of
big passionate, very complete love

Birthday : 44 years wedding
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Tourmaline
Watermelon Tourmaline
- Handle the emotional wounds, strengthens the memory

Black Tourmaline
- Is the one that you have to get yourselves above all
- the stone of archetypal protection is also, protect negative
energies.
- strengthen the muscle structure and the nervous system
- Activate the blood circulation and firms up the heart

Rubellite or Pink tourmaline
- Cleanse the liver and livens up the lymph and the hormones
- Relieve in case of arthritis and strengthens blood vessels
- Expression of shared love

Blue tourmaline

Colors : Black, Blue, Pink, green

- Strengthen lungs, larynx, thyroid gland and stimulates the taste
- Activate the metabolism and the thymus, and promotes in
treatment of the dysfunction oculars
- Expression of the creativity and the worship

Birthday: 52 years wedding
Green tourmaline or verdelite
- Is useful for all the types of poisoning of the blood, anaemia
and chronic infectious diseases, epilepsy, fatigue
- has a dynamisante action on the immune systems
- acts on the nervous system and on the sick and overstrung
heart.
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Turquoise
Symbols
- Stone of the poets and the divine messengers
- Sacred stone from time immemorial, she protects attacks,
accidents and the evil generally
- of our Daytimes, she is considered the beneficial stone of the
airmen, the flight crew and other occupations, which need
particular protection, to take away the spectre of the accidents

Benefits

Colors : Green, brown, yellowish
Planet : Mercury
Zodiac : Verseaux

-The modern woman would need this stone as stone of
friendship
- would help the person to feel intuitively the difference between
what is good and what is bad for her
- his high copper content would confer on him of big curative
powers: effective against the poisonings, the excesses of
cholesterol, triglycerides and sugar, the diseases of the throat,
the lungs and for the problems of stammering
- bring good fortune, good luck, and a happy life
- acts against the shyness and the excesses of emotionalism
- help the problems of lungs if we carry her in the neck

Daytime : Wednesday
Birthday : 18 years wedding
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Zirconium
Symbols:
In more moved back times, it was considered as a powerful
amulet in the beneficial effects

Benefits

Colors : Green, brown, yellowish
Planet : Venus
Zodiac: Aries, Taurus, Virgin, Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius,
Fishes

The Zircon is one Pierre very powerful.
Help in case of sorrow, mourning, fear
- Smell of the balance and the order.
- synchronize the energy of three bodies
- Strengthen the mental
- support to success in all the companies, confer the skill in
business and allows the compatibility in the interpersonal
relations
- dissolves the blockings or the energy losses.
- calm down the pain, attacks cells sick or reached by a virus or a
parasite, stops the infections

The elixir of zircon
- Cleanse the subconscious and open us to the strengths of the
light by getting us the peace, the peace and the harmony.
- Beneficial for the intestinal problems.
- Give some courage and some strength.
- Calm down people who have a big emotional charge.
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